File No 3.6-4/13-FA/U
Government of India
Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers
Department of Fertilizers
Fertilizer Accounts Wing
Room No. 515 A, 'E' Wing
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi - 110001
Dated: 3rd Feb., 2014
To
All Fertilizer Companies
Sub: Road Freight rates for Urea manufacturing/importing units under Uniform
Freight Subsidy Scheme.
Sir,
This is to inform that the normative rates for movement of fertilizers from rake point
to district under the uniform freight subsidy scheme as circulated vide order no.
120 12/9/2007-FPP dated 1st Sept., 2011 and 21st May, 2012 have been uploaded in FMS.
2.

All fertilizer companies are requested to generate the differential freight claims for
secondary movement for the period from April 2008 to February 2009 manually and from
March 2009 onwards through FMS module. The differential claim shall be processed at the
lower of the two rates wherever two different rates have been provided for a district. No
differential claim will be generated for missing districts which are not in circular dated 1st
Sept., 2011.
4.

To generate differential freight claim, fertilizer companies have to update the actual
freight incurred. The link for the same has been given under Dispatch tab4 Upload
Normative Road Freight.
4.
The details of freight amount can be seen by generating Financial Ledger using link
"Generate Differential Freight Ledger Entries "under "Generate Freight claims "tab.
Lead distances for the district shall be from FMS as on 1st April, 2012 as stated vide
letter no. 12012/9/2007-Fpp dated 21st May, 2012. Please note that system would generate
negative claim in case Total amount payable is negative.
5.

The rates for direct movement of fertilizers from April, 2008 is yet to be notified by
DoF. Therefore, the differential claim for direct movement will be generated as and when the
rates for direct movement are notified by DoF.

6.

You are requested to examine the freight ledger properly before generating
freight claim. In case of any discrepancy is noticed, please inform us immediately and
do not generate freight claim unless it is rectified.
Yours faithfully

Copy to:
1. Director-PPF/ E&S/ PSU & Vig/ Fert,
}' Director (NIC) for website,
3. DS-Finance/ Budget and P&J/ P&K,
4. Controller of Accounts
5. Joint Director-Movt/ FICC,
6. PS to JS (SG)/ JS (SC)! JS (SLG),
1. US (FPP), DoF for information w.r.t. their note dated 28.01.2014,
MIs Lateral Praxis

(Madán Lal)
Dy. Director (A/cs)

